John Gump Speaks On Our Progress in India Program

The following are excerpts from a speech by John Gump, former ambassador to India, delivered on the topic of progress in India's political and economic development.

"I am pleased to report that India has made significant progress in recent years. The government has implemented a series of policies aimed at increasing agricultural productivity and reducing poverty. These efforts have contributed to a decrease in the national poverty rate."

Bayer To Lead Dad’s Day Cast

One of the highlights of Dad’s Day will be the Little Theater production of "Candide," by Leonard Bernstein. Under the direction of William B. Logan, this play will be presented on November 3, 4, 5, and 6 in the auditorium.

Republic Club Joins Caravan For Frank Brok

Thursday night, October 14, the Young Republicans, a division of the Wayne County Republican Party, and the Young Democrats, a division of the Wayne County Democratic Party, will be on hand to support Frank Brok, who is seeking reelection to the Michigan House of Representatives. There will also be a campaign rally on the steps of the county at 8:30 p.m. On October 20, tickets are available at $2 per person. The Book Store for Book $2.00. Two French classics, an English comedy and a realistic Mexican film are included in the season’s program.

Music Department Schedules Operas

The modern opera, "Anvil and the Night-Vision," and the musical "Trial of Orestes," will be presented in the auditorium. Written in 1851, "Candide" is based on Voltaire’s satirical novel of the same name. The opera will be performed on November 3.

WCW Opens Radio Station WCW will open Monday, October 5. In addition to broadcasting music, news, and sports to the students of Wooster, a complete new radio studio is included in the new radio tower. The new station will have a call letters of WOOS.
WASHINGTON ELECTIONS APATHETIC

Our college life here at Wooster is overshadowed by a network of traditions. Some of these are listed very specifically in "The Scot Magazine" of the various years, and they are ones that we are not always aware that they are traditions. The shalting of certain traditions probably does a spirit of oneness and a centering effect on the students. However, this spirit can become trends that can obscure the purpose and one day the students have forgotten them or have forgotten why they started. This sharing, if accomplishes its purpose, is beneficial and rewarding.

The Senate Committee of the University, which consists of 12 senators, has been established. Some students have forgone and followed the products of other state minds and/or any organization other than the Senate Committee and have steered away from this "tradition." However, the senators have also been allowed to make their own decisions and not allow themselves to be controlled by the students. This is a good example of a Senate that will be able to act on their own and not have to rely on the students for everything. The Senate Committee should be able to represent the students and act in their best interests.

1. If you were elected as a senator, would you feel you are responsible to represent student opinion as accurately as possible, or do you think you would rather have students to vote for you? Do you believe you are in the Senate Committee to represent student opinion in the formation of college policy?

2. Are you available to meet with senators for at least five hours in the week, and for at least 1-2 hours in the weekend?

3. Who would you like to meet with, and would you like to be present at any meeting?

4. Are you a member of the Senate Committee, and if not, do you wish to be?

5. Will you promise to pass on issues interested to come?

6. Are you in favor of smoking in the Union? Why?

7. Do you support the NSC on this campus? Do you feel that the NSC on this campus is an effective way to pass on our concerns?

8. Are the NSC meetings held at convenient hours?

9. Do you support the NSC as a way to express opinions?
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25. Do you support the NSC on this campus? Do you feel that the NSC on this campus is an effective way to pass on our concerns?

26. Are the NSC meetings held at convenient hours?

27. Do you support the NSC as a way to express opinions?

28. Are you a member of the Senate Committee, and if not, do you wish to be?

29. Will you promise to pass on issues interested to come?

30. Are you in favor of smoking in the Union? Why?

31. Do you support the NSC on this campus? Do you feel that the NSC on this campus is an effective way to pass on our concerns?

32. Are the NSC meetings held at convenient hours?

33. Do you support the NSC as a way to express opinions?

34. Are you a member of the Senate Committee, and if not, do you wish to be?

35. Will you promise to pass on issues interested to come?
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DENISON SPOILS SCOTS' HOMECOMING BID

Line Holds In Scoreless First Half; Big Red Exhibits Fine Running Game

Severance Stadium was the scene of the "battle of the defenses" last Saturday when the Wooster Scots and the Denison Big Red and molasses tangle in the 57th meeting of the traditional rivalry between the two teams. The Big Red was bounding the Scots from the Denison back ranks by a 140 score before a capacity Homecoming Day crowd.

Denison broke the tie in the third quarter and finally put the lid on the game by racking up 36 points in the final stanza. The victory was Denison's second game of the 1954 season with one tie while Wooster's dual and Denison's dual were canceled because of snow. The Big Red scored the first half, both clubs, displaying a fearsome running game, but there were no points on either side to be counted in the Gaels. No admission will be charged.

The hockey team's practices are so long that it is expected that as long as the game is scheduled at Wooster with Wooster High School in the near future.

One of their most important games of the season was last Saturday's meeting with the Scots. The game was played in a completely new gym with a large student body in attendance. The weather was frigid, but the crowd was enthusiastic.

The game was played in a completely new gym with a large student body in attendance. The weather was frigid, but the crowd was enthusiastic.

They had a scoreless first half and the Big Red scored in the second half to win, 3-0. The game was played in a completely new gym with a large student body in attendance. The weather was frigid, but the crowd was enthusiastic.

Freshman Win Season's Opener 26-6; Defending Champs Spilled By Fourth

In unimpressed touch football last week, the Freshman showed their ability to win the Fourth Section, 26-6, and then losing a squeaker the following afternoon to Smith, 13-12. Freshman football brought a battle royal in Fourth getting the decision, 18-12, for which the Bobcats had been preparing late the past two weeks and when they were promulgated Western Reserve by a score of 65-9. However, as they go into the game tomorrow, this University game is a slight favorite to edge out the Golden Flashes. The Bobcats have one of the finest backfields around. In that fact last week, they piled 57 yards in total running offense.

Glazing at the rest of the teams, this is the last: Cincinnati, Ohio, State, Capital, Miami, Ashland and Youngstown. The string will probably slim down to only two or three teams this week because of the liberal fall rich opportunities. Ohio State is to be noted specially because they meet the Bobcats of Iowa who earlier in the year knocked off the Spartans of Massachusetts State.

Now it’s take a quick look at the rest of the nation as far as prep football is concerned.

Four of the top ten teams must face each other and what a thrill that’s going to make. Purdue meets Wisconsin and Iowa State, Ohio State. Notre Dame has to meet Michigan State that has yet, but hasn’t done in the Irish in three years. Seventh-ranked Mississippi goes against Tulane and Southern California against Oregon.

Smartly and on the grid with the Scots after the West Pointers stumbled at Denver.

Fourth failed after a short drive when Zonewellie had Dick Evans with a long pass, but the offense was held in check. A real shudder was witnessed in the remaining game when the Scots and Fort Wayne and the West, State.

Fourth opened the point after a score.

The Big Red scored in the third quarter by scoring 10 points. The final TD came after a series of plays when Dave Mentzer jump passed to Don Dixon.
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Music Department Announces Events

Samuel J. Long, associate professor of music and director of the band, received his doctorate from Syracuse University in June after five years of work which was interrupted by the Korean War. His unusual thesis was entitled: "A Study of Adolescent Mental Imagery Involving Written Repetitions of a Musical Motif," based on his analysis of stories by junior high children as they listened to records.

"A Suite for Piano" by John Dryfus, former instructor at the Western Conservatory of Music, was the feature event of the October All-American program at the Mcdbell College at the head of Mrs. George McElroy and Mrs. Henry Harris. Mr. Dryfus is now at Baldwin College for Women in Virginia.

Many students are uncertain as to the possibility offered them to hear good music. There are now short and long foreign-language programs available at any time in Muss Hall and in the music room in the Union Musical tours can be obtained while listening to the recordings. Reproductions can be heard at market rates, and the money will be refunded if the records are not returned unopened.

WOOSTER THEATER

FRI.-SAT. Danny Kaye "KNOCK ON WOOD"

SUN. thru WED. "BRIGADION"

THUR.-FRI., OCT. 21-22 "RING OF FIRE"

LUNCH — DINNER or just a snack

WOOSTER FARM DAIRIES

Has Delicious Milk That Is The Best

Malvern Ave. Cleveland Rd. (Phone 2-5411)
Phone 2-5411

HOMECOMING Week Participates Thanked
Editor. WOOSTER VOICE.

The 26th Homecoming is now history. Hundreds of alumni who returned to the campus have many pleasant memories to take home. The perfect weather on Saturday brought one of the largest crowds in many years and brought the ladies, visitors, relatives nearby, others, although many of the weather, came from the sunny weather, from Texas, and from the west coast.

Student interest and participation in the events were vital in making the weekend a success. This year, again, much hard work by many people was necessary to make the weekend run smoothly.

Our special thanks, from the Alumni Office, as well as from all our attending Alumnae, we want to express to the men, to chairmen and members of the various committees—director, for the dance—for the judging of the dormitory—to the band and cheerleaders, to the members of the play cast and crew, to the queen's court and friends in the parade, to the broadcasters and musicians. A salute also, to Queen Nles Schmeltz, Secretary Don Peter, and Susan, General Chairman Mynor Led and his associates, and to the editors of the VOICE.

John D. Schlosser.

FOR A . . .

LARGE LARGE LARGE

Selection of Record Players from $19.95 up

COME AND SEE US

WOOSTER MUSIC CENTER, Inc.

SOUTH SIDE OF THE SQUARE

WOOSTER, OHIO.

TAYLORS'

Your Safest Shoe Store

HEADQUARTERS

"OFFICIAL" BASKETBALL SHOES

We Point with Pride to the Good Food,

Good Service and Friendly Atmosphere at

THE POINT

1829 CLEVELAND ROAD

HOURS: 7:30 A.M.—11:00 P.M.—CLOSED MONDAY

Sunday 5:00 P.M.—11:00 P.M.

2192 Cleveland Road

Dial 2-5960

Ritzi Jewelers

WATCH AND CLOCK REPAIRING A SPECIALTY

UP AT THE POINT

Phone 5-9945

EXCITING NEWS—

BERMUDA SHORTS

in Beautiful Wool Fabrics

Charcoal Grey, Beige, Herringbone, Checks and Plaids

$8.95 and $10.95

Beulah Bechtel

PUBLIC SQUARE